
 
 

 On the occasion of the 49th anniversary of the publication of the 7.4 North-South Joint Statement 

and the 49th anniversary of the publication of the immortal Work titled “LET US STRUGGLE 

RESOLUTELY TO IMPLEMENT THE THREE PRINCIPLES OF NATIONAL 

REUNIFICATION” authored by Comrade Kim Jong Il on 14th of July, 1972 

Solidarity Joint Statement     

Date; July 4 2021 

The North-South Joint Statement was published on 7th of July, 1972. 

The statement means that all Korean people from North, South and oversees compatriots maintain t

he three principles of the independence, peaceful reunification and great nation unity and reunify th

e Korea on the basis of the three principles. 

The high-level talks between north and south resulted in the publication of the North -South Joint S

tatement, which provided the basis for easing tensions in the Korean peninsular and for a peaceful s

ettlement of the question of reunification, brightening the prospects for the reunification of Korea.  

The publication of the North-South Joint Statement was indeed historical event that gave the entire 

Korean nation hope reunification and demonstrated to the world its will to reunify.  

The eternal President of the DPRK, Comrade Kim Il Sung proposed the three principles with the re

flection of earnest desire of all Korean people and Comrade Kim Jong Il wisely led the Korean peo

ple’s struggle to reunify the country to victory.    

The nearly half century has passed since the North-South Joint Statement was published.  

However, the reunification of the Korea has not realized till present.  

The main obstacle put on the road for the reunification of the Korea has been well known to the wo

rld. It is just foreign forces, USA which occupied South part of the Korea peninsular.  

We give a full support to the Korean people in their struggle to independently reunify their country

 without any interference of foreign forces. 

We also support to the Korean people in their struggle to peacefully reunify the country with great 

national unity.  

We are convinced that under the wise leadership of Comrade Kim Jong Un, the Korean people will

 surely achieve the cause of the national reunification in the near future. 
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